
“Quoting Richard P. Feynman—‘I think we can safely assume that no one understands quantum 
mechanics’—I am convinced that he would have made the following comments: (1) The Theory 
of Everything by Norbert Schwarzer is a quantum leap forward regarding the understanding 
of quantum mechanics. (2) There is no more need for the interpretation of the Copenhagen 
Convention. (3) The derivation of the laws of quantum mechanics as a result of the Einstein field 
equations is absolutely ingenious.”

Prof. Hans Leuenberger
University of Basel, Switzerland

This book unifies quantum theory and the general theory of relativity. As an unsolved problem 
for about 100 years and influencing so many fields, it is important to the scientific community. 
Examples like Higgs field, limit to classical Dirac and Klein–Gordon or Schrödinger cases, 
quantized Schwarzschild, Kerr, Kerr–Newman objects, and the photon are considered for 
illustration. The book also provides an interesting explanation for the asymmetry of matter 
and antimatter in the early universe that the author found while quantizing the Schwarzschild 
metric.

Along the way, the methods outlined in the book are also used to tackle the problem of the 
proof of Fermat’s last theorem, because there is a connection between quantum theory and 
the basic mathematical laws of integers. The author shows that the proof of this theorem can 
be brought down to a few lines by applying new quantum theoretical methods. Because such 
proof has been sought for over 370 years, this book is of definite interest to mathematicians as 
well as general readers. 

Norbert Schwarzer graduated in physics from the University of Chemnitz in July 
1991. After several research projects abroad and a PhD in the field of contact 
mechanics in 1998, he became an assistant professor at the University of Chemnitz 
in 1999. In 2005, he founded the Saxonian Institute of Surface Mechanics on 
Germany’s biggest island, Ruegen (www.siomec.de/kranich). He has published 
a variety of papers, mainly in the fields of basic research and application of 
contact mechanical approaches for laminates, composites, and layered materials. 
Because of the need for better stability prediction and socioeconomic models, 
he started to apply concepts from theoretical physics in more down-to-earth 
fields like material science, school transport, and sales market analysis. Some of 
this work has finally led to ideas for the improvement of the original theoretical 
concepts. 
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About Motivation and Luck

While working as a consultant for the industry and especially when analyzing

and evaluating certain measures in economics and politics, the author was

always forced to observe the total uncertainty budget of his own models

in a very critical manner. Almost nobody doubts a result coming out of a

simple equation like 2+2, but things are quite different when models become

more complex. This is even more so when the object of investigation has

something to do with humans or when it concerns the human society as a

whole. A simple example is market studies and market predictions. Coming

up with a certain result when doing this, one better make sure that the error

bars, which is to say the total model’s uncertainty, are not as big as, or even

bigger than, the result itself. This in principle holds for all models, of course,

but even more so for problems where the researcher herself or himself

could be or become part of the equation. There are numerous examples

from politics, economy and sociology where bad decisions have been made

solely because the decision maker was not able to distinguish between

knowledge and ideology, between independent parameters or degrees of

freedom and his own personal interests. For all these cases it would be

advisable to have an—almost—unchallengeable method to account for the

total, holistic uncertainty budget of the model or simulation, including the

potential influence of the model creator himself or herself.

What could be closer to deal with this principle problem concerning all

fields of science, development, research, prediction-making, investigation

and so on, than to apply the very method or theory which only exists because

of those principle uncertainties residing in our universe. We are talking, of

course, about quantum theory.
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xii About Motivation and Luck

In order to holistically and most generally solve that problem, however,

we need to be able to quantize, which is to say quantum-theoretically treat,

every mathematical model we intend to put under such a strict regime.

Considering such mathematical models as mathematical spaces, the whole

task just comes down to the problem of generally quantizing such spaces.

As for most applications the mathematical models of a given problem can

be formulated in a smooth, which is to say differentiable, way, it should

totally suffice to have a quantization method ready for such smooth spaces.

It was clear to the author that any attempt for such a general achievement

automatically also solves the problem of quantizing the Einstein field

equations. This, however, has been referred to as the Theory of Everything

by the popular press. The author is quite critical towards this expression

because, in his opinion, it is rather daring. Thus, originally, he intended to give

the book a less “front-page-like” title. However, he was convinced otherwise

by the publisher, because, even though quite inflationary, the title The Theory
of Everything in fact covers the principle aspects of the approach, and this

is even more so if we consider the origin of the socioeconomic motivation

which was the reason to start this work at all.

Fully aware of what was lying in front, the author would probably never

have started research if it were not for a crucial hint he had received from a

book [1] at the right moment. There, in The Eighth Day, an equation has been

given, which, as the story goes, was left by two Jews before they were killed

by Nazis. Correctly interpreted, this equation opens up a wholly new way to

expand the line element of any metric space, and applying this expansion,

subsequent quantization appeared as a mere technicality rather than the

“problem of the century,” as the present author has called it in some of his

lectures. Although it might seem rather controversial to some science purists

that the author has taken ideas from potentially fictional-historic literature,

the author himself merely sees it as luck to have got the right hint at the right

time, and he does not care much about where it came from.




